Fashion Magnetics, a Division of Consumers Market L.L.C., was founded in 2003. In the quest of finding a safe effective pain reliever for
my carpal tunnel symptoms I stumbled onto magnetic therapy bracelets. The difference in my pain level was remarkable. I wanted more. But I wanted
designer pieces that did not 'appear' to be magnetic like so many of the common black items that are available..so I decided to make my own! Each item
is hand crafted with the highest quality beads and focal accents for real jewelry with a purpose.
Disclaimer- Magnetic therapy is considered to be a safe form of therapy. However my magnetic products are NOT
BEING SOLD AS A MEDICAL DEVICE, or to replace professionally prescribed medical treatment. DO NOT USE IF YOU
ARE PREGNANT, WEAR A PACEMAKER, OR ANY OTHER ELECTRICAL IMPLANT OR DEVICE FOR MEDICAL REASONS
OF ANY KIND. Any questions? Consult your physician before wearing.

*Magnets have been shown in clinical studies to work with both the circulatory and nervous systems to help reduce
swelling and inflammation to provide some relief from many common symptoms. May also help your nerve endings to
regenerate after injury and surgery… remember that magnets are NOT a cure-all, everyone responds differently…Always
consult your physician if you are concerned!

Helpful Hints:















When taking off your jewelry use the thumb and forefinger of one hand and find the center of the clasp .Using your
thumbnail gently push it apart. Try not to pull apart.
Hold the clasp in both hands (not the beads) and push/slide away from you to open.
Do NOT wear or store next to your watch… the magnets will drain the battery . Do not place your magnets directly on credit
cards, computer disks, or hard drives…..may erase data.
Your jewelry is double strung on stainless steel wire with a 20# break test but remember , nothing is indestructible!

Every black hematite bead and every silver pearl finish bead is a magnet! The "Pearl" looking beads have a baked
finish over a black magnet to give the appearance of pearls. The silver ones hold up beautifully with normal wear!
Your clasp is a high power magnet of 12,000 gauss! Gauss is how they measure magnetic strength.

Clean with a soft cloth to restore the sparkle of crystals and shine the hematite. Do not use any chemicals!
Only genuine Swarvoski crystals are used as crystal accents!
Semi-precious stones, freshwater pearls, and pewter based accents are used to make each piece special
Always put your jewelry on last... do not spray any products (hairspray, perfume, etc.)on while you have on your
jewelry,this may cause a chemical reaction with the metals and cause them to tarnish or change......
It is best to dry off the clasp if it gets wet or 'sweaty'... this is the only part of the jewelry I have no control over... you
can always use a magic marker to re-color the black ones if they chip, if they rust a little bit, just use an emery board and
gently file it off.... They can be re-strung if you like for a nominal charge.....
Keep your item in the gift bag when not wearing, this keeps it away from other items in your collection it may stick to and
will keep the beads and gemstones nice!
The silver metal accent beads are base metals, mostly pewter. NO NICKLE NO LEAD BASED BEADS ARE USED. Will they change? Don't know...
everyone is different with regards to the chemicals,acid and salt levels in their skin, if unsure, just wipe off with a soft cloth after
wearing....remember this is 'costume' jewelry with a purpose!
Although many items are designed to wear 24/7, constant wear with sweat and moisture may cause rusting of the clasp,
so be sure to keep it as dry as possible.

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Magnetic Bracelets: The magnetic bracelet May help reduce pain due to:
Carpal Tunnel Syndrome ,Tendonitis, Bursitis, Numbness in fingers and arms, Arthritis
Magnetic Anklets: The magnetic anklet May help :
Numbness in the legs, Knee pain, Neuropathy, Lower back pain, pain from heel spurs, Swelling in ankles
Magnetic Necklaces: The magnetic necklace May help:
Migraine Headaches, Neck Pain, Shoulder pain, Back pain, Muscle spasms, and TMJ
Pocket Pouches: The pocket pouch May help with targeted back and hip pain
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

***Want to see items for sale between shows? Email me for a listing with photos!***
Kathy Bowdoin/Fashion Magnetics
P.O. Box 241624
Montgomery, Al 36124
334-356-3003
Email:sales@fashionmagnetics.com

Warning: Do NOT wear magnets if pregnant or have a pacemaker
Magnetic Jewelry is NOT a toy, not recommended for under 14 yr old
Guarantee: There is NO guarantee that magnets will work for you.
Warranty: Free repair or replacement in 90 days under normal use.
REFUNDS: No refunds can be made.. items can be returned for re-sizing

